1933 Industries Inc. (CSE:TGIF) [US company] is a vertically integrated cannabis company with
operations in the United States and Canada. Operating through three subsidiary companies,
1933 Industries owns licensed medical and adult-use cannabis cultivation and production
assets, proprietary hemp-based, CBD infused products, CBD extraction services and a
specialized cannabis advisory firm supporting clients in security, intelligence and due diligence.
The Company owns 91% of Alternative Medicine Association, LC (AMA), a licensed medical and
adult-use cannabis cultivation and production facility that produces its own line of unique
cannabis-based products and manufactures other third-party brands. Infused MFG, also a 91%
owned subsidiary, produces hemp-based, CBD products, thoughtfully crafted of high quality
organic botanical ingredients. The Company’s wholly-owned subsidiary, Spire Global Strategy
is a high-level advisory firm that provides services to enable businesses to stay secure,
compliant and competitive.
1933 Industries Inc. - Warrants (CSE:TGIF.WT) [US company]
1933 Industries Inc. - 10% Senior Unsecured Convertible Debentures (CSE:TGIF.DB) [US
company]
3 Sixty Risk Solutions Ltd. (CSE:SAFE) 3 Sixty Risk Solutions Ltd., operating through its whollyowned subsidiary, 3 Sixty Secure Corp., is a security service provider to the cannabis sector,
transporting approximately $250 million of product every month. 3Sixty provides cannabis
security consulting, guarding and secure transport security services to more than 500
customers and more than 60 licensed cannabis producers, including some of the world's
largest, such as licensed producers owned by Canopy Growth Corporation. 3Sixty has a staff of
over 275 employees and employs a fleet of over 60 vehicles, which management believes
provides a combined security footprint to approximately 30 million square feet of patrolled
area.
4Front Ventures Corp. (CSE:FFNT) [US company] is a vertically integrated cannabis company
with cultivation, production and retail facilities spread across certain states in the United States.
Class A Shares
The total number of outstanding shares does not include 96,521,733 Class A convertible
restricted voting shares (the “Class A Shares”) that are issued and outstanding. The Class A
Shares are held by U.S. residents and there are restrictions on the ability of U.S. residents to
convert such shares into common shares. The holders of the Class A Shares are entitled to
receive notice of and to attend all meetings of the shareholders. The holders of Class A Shares
are entitled to one vote per Class A Share at any meeting of the shareholders provided that the
holders of the Class A Shares will not be entitled to vote for the election or removal of the
directors. Please see Section 10 – Description of Securities, of Cannex’s Form 2A Listing
Statement for a further description of the Class A Shares.
Abacus Health Products Inc. (CSE:ABCS) [US company] is a company engaged in the
development and commercialization of over-the-counter (OTC) topical pain-relieving
medications which contain organic and natural ingredients, including CBD, a cannabinoid-rich
hemp extract from Cannabis sativa L plant. Abacus products combine science with organic and
natural ingredients to provide effective and safe pain relief. Abacus’ products are aimed at the
rapidly growing market for topical pain relief, are based on proprietary patent-pending
technologies and are registered with the U.S. Food and Drug Administration.
Abacus Health Products Inc. Subordinate Voting Shares Warrants - May 8, 2022 (CSE:ABCS.WT)
[US company]
Acreage Holdings, Inc. Subordinate Voting Shares (CSE:ACRG.U) [US company] Acreage is a
vertically integrated, multi-state owner of cannabis licenses and assets in U.S. states where
either medical and/or adult use of cannabis is legal. With one of the largest geographic
footprints of any cannabis company, it currently owns and/or operates cultivation, processing
and dispensary operations. Acreage is dedicated to building and scaling operations to create a
seamless, consumer-focused branded cannabis experience.
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Affinor Growers Inc. (CSE:AFI; OTC:RSSFF) is focused on the design, development and
commercialization of vertical farming technology for both indoor and outdoor (greenhouse)
applications. The team is currently working on demand crops such as romaine lettuce and
strawberries by developing processes, methods and models to cultivate true perpetual crops
at competitive pricing. It is the mission of Affinor to be the world-wide technology and market
leader in creating and commercializing the most economical vertical farming technologies that
use the least possible resources (eg. land, water, and energy resources) to produce the highest
quality pesticide-free produce year-round, regardless of environmental conditions. Affinor’s
patent technology and licensed patent pending technology positions the Company well in the
vertical farming industry. It is the only vertically integrated technology that can offer patented
inline automated pollination for fruiting crops. Affinor can offer software driven growing
solutions automating high quality, scientifically engineered products and process.
AgraFlora Organics International Inc. (CSE:AGRA) has an experienced management team with
a growth strategy to develop a diversified portfolio of projects that can be taken into
production. The Company’s main objective is to add shareholder value through cost efficient
acquisitions, joint ventures, and effective marketing while maintaining a lower risk profile
through project diversification and sound financial management.
Agrios Global Holdings Ltd. (CSE:AGRO) [US company] is a data analytics driven agricultural
technology, services and property management company, providing real property and
equipment for lease and enhanced ancillary services to the agricultural and cannabis industries
in the State of Washington. The Company’s mission is to enable licensed cultivators of cannabis
and/or other agricultural crops to enhance both crop quality and yields through proprietary
knowledge and the use of clean technology and tools.
Alliance Growers Corp. (CSE:ACG) is a diversified cannabis company driven by the Company’s
‘Four Pillars’ Organization Plan- MMPR cannabis production facilities, distribution network,
consumer products and research and development. The company was incorporated in 2014.
Alliance Growers' head office is in Vancouver, BC and its interest in a marijuana production
facility is in Kelowna, BC. For further information please visit the Company’s corporate website
at www.alliancegrowers.com
Alternate Health Corp. (CSE:AHG; OTC:ATEHF) [US company] is an international cannabis
company, focusing on technology and value-added services. Alternate Health’s industry-leading
software systems provide the platform for the company’s diverse operations, including
distribution and the first medial cannabis software portal approved by the Florida Department
of Health. Alternate Health’s corporate office is located in Toronto, Canada, with additional
offices in Venice and Humboldt County, California and San Antonio, Texas. The Company is well
positioned to reinvest internal operating cash flow in its platform and product development
over the long term, creating an attractive investment profile for its shareholders. Alternate
Health resides in the cannabis sector along with companies like GW Pharmaceuticals, AXIM
Biotechnologies Inc., and Canopy Growth Corporation. For more information about Alternate
Health Corp., visit www.alternatehealth.ca.
AMP German Cannabis Group (CSE:XCX)(“AMP”) is the parent company of several European
subsidiaries focusing on the import of pharmaceutical-grade (EU-GMP) cannabis into Germany,
predominantly from Canada. AMP provides EU-GMP gap analysis and audits, logistical,
transportation, importation permits and other related services for the importation of medical
cannabis into Germany through its AMP EU-GMP German Certification Protocol Program.
AREV Nutrition Sciences Inc. (CSE:AREV) owns an innovative line of emulsified 100% coconut
derived MCT oil combined with Whey Protein to serve as base ingredients. The product line
trademarked as COCO-MULSION will be sold online and distributed through Natural Health and
Sport Nutrition stores. The COCO-MULSION products have been registered with Health Canada
and target specific health benefits. The first two products to be released for distribution in
February 2017 are the COCO-MULSION Original (providing a boost of energy and antioxidants)
and COCO-MULSION Brain (improving cognitive behavior).
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Ascent Industries Corp. (CSE:ASNT) [US company] In Canada, Ascent (through its wholly-owned
subsidiaries) is a Licenced Producer under the Access to Cannabis for Medical Purposes
Regulations of Health Canada, with licences to cultivate cannabis and produce cannabis
extracts. In addition, the Company is a Licenced Dealer under the Controlled Drugs and
Substances Act (Canada), with the ability to produce, package, sell, send, transport and
distribute medically focused cannabis products in Canada to other licenced entities and
internationally in jurisdictions where medical cannabis is legal. In the United States, the
Company holds licences in Oregon (for processing and for distribution of cannabis to any
licenced entity in the state) and in Nevada (for cultivation and for production, processing and
wholesale distribution of cannabis). In Europe, Agrima ApS, a Danish company and whollyowned subsidiary of Ascent, has submitted licence applications for a Wholesaler Dealers
Licence and Controlled Drug Licence in Denmark, and applications for the approval of eight
products to the Danish Medical Cannabis Pilot Program.
Asia Cannabis Corp. (CSE:ASIA) is an early-stage international agri-technology company centred
on the planting, growing, and harvesting of new and valuable strains of hemp and related crops
in commercial quantities in South Asia.
Australis Capital Inc. (CSE:AUSA) [US company] identifies and invests in the cannabis industry
predominately in the United States, a highly regulated, fragmented, rapidly expanding and
evolving industry. Investments may include and are not limited to equity, debt or other
securities of both public and private companies, financings in exchange for royalties or other
distribution streams, and control stake acquisitions. Australis Capital adheres to stringent
investment criteria and will focus on significant near and mid-term high-quality opportunities
with strong return potentials while maintaining a steadfast commitment to governance and
community. Australis Capital’s Board, Management and Advisory Committee members have
material experience with, and knowledge of, the cannabis space in the U.S., extensive
backgrounds in highly regulated industries, adherence to stringent regulatory compliance,
public company and operational expertise.
Australis Capital Inc. – Warrants [US company] (CSE:AUSA.WT)
Ayr Strategies Inc. – Rights (CSE:AYR.RT) [US company] Each Right entitles the holder to receive,
for no additional consideration, one-tenth of one Subordinate Voting Share, subject to certain
adjustments. Any Right that has not been converted by 5:00 p.m. on May 24, 2021 shall be null
and void.
Ayr Strategies Inc. – Subordinate Voting Shares (CSE:AYR.A) [US company] is a verticallyintegrated cannabis company in the United States focused on recreational and wellness
applications, with an initial anchor portfolio of vertically-integrated operations in the Eastern
and Western United States.
Investor Note: In addition to the 14,517,855 Subordinate Voting Shares that are listed and
trading, there are (a) 3,696,486 reserved for issuance pursuant to the conversion rights
attached to the Multiple Voting Shares that are issued and outstanding but not listed, (b)
623,500 reserved for issuance pursuant to certain make-whole provisions in certain share
purchase agreements to which Ayr is a party, assuming a C$12.00 Subordinate Voting Share
market price, and (c) 7,983,887 reserved for issuance pursuant to the conversion rights
attached to the Exchangeable Shares issued and outstanding but not listed. The total number
of issued Subordinate Voting Shares assuming all are exercised or converted into the listed class
or issued, as applicable, would be 26,821,728. The foregoing does not include the Subordinate
Voting Shares reserved for issuance pursuant to the (w) exercise rights attached the Warrants
which are issued and outstanding and listed, (x) conversion rights attached to the Rights which
are issued and outstanding and listed, (y) conversion rights attached to the Restricted
Exchangeable Shares granted as equity incentive compensation that are granted but not listed,
and (z) conversion rights attached to the Restricted Exchangeable shares that are available for
issuance under Ayr’s long-term equity incentive plan but not granted.
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Ayr Strategies Inc. – Warrants (CSE:AYR.WT) [US company] Each Warrant is exercisable to
purchase one Subordinate Voting Share at a price of C$11.50 per share, subject to certain
adjustments. The Warrants expire on May 24, 2024, and Ayr may accelerate such expiry (except
with respect to Warrants held by Mercer Park CB, L.P., the sponsor of CSAC) by providing 30
days’ notice in the event that the closing price of the Subordinate Voting Shares equals or
exceeds C$18.00 (as may adjusted in accordance with the terms thereof) for any 20 trading
days within a 30-day trading period, in which case the expiry date shall be the date which is 30
days following the date on which such notice is provided.
Beleave Inc. (CSE:BE) is a biotech company focused on the production of medical marijuana in
Canada. The Company's wholly-owned subsidiary Beleave Kannabis Corp. (formerly First Access
Medical Inc.) has received a license to cultivate medical marijuana at its facility pursuant to the
Access to Cannabis for Medical Purposes Regulations outlined by Health Canada. The Company
is actively working towards its sales license, the development of patents through research with
Canadian institutions and the research and development of smoke harm reduction products.
Belgravia Capital International Inc. (CSE:BLGV) is focused on the provision of clearly valueadded services to the international Cannabis industry. This includes the production of
specialized organic fertilizers for Cannabis Sativa plants, and the organization and development
of blockchain technology software for seed to sale tracking and quality attestation of
intermediate and consumer products. The wholly owned subsidiary of Belgravia, ICP Organics,
is a research and development company incorporating agronomic and health perspectives in
the Cannabis space. Blockchain technology, with its ability to provide robust and immutable
histories of product tracking and also low cost integrated data bases for the Cannabis industry,
is an ideal value-added approach to generating profitable Cannabis production and distribution
activities. Belgravia is also developing a royalty-streaming subsidiary.
Benchmark Botanics Inc. (CSE:BBT) through its wholly-owned subsidiary, Potanicals Green
Growers Inc., is a licensed producer of medical marijuana under Access to Cannabis for Medical
Purposes Regulations. Potanicals received its producer’s license from Health Canada on
October 13, 2017. Benchmark, through Potanicals, will produce medical marijuana at its facility
located in Peachland, British Columbia.
BevCanna Enterprises Inc. (CSE:BEV) seeks to develop and manufacture cannabinoid-infused
beverages and consumer products for in-house brands and white label clients. With decades of
experience creating, branding and distributing iconic brands that have resonated with
consumers on a global scale, the team demonstrates an expertise unmatched in the emerging
cannabis beverage category. Based in British Columbia, Canada, BevCanna has a 100-acre
outdoor cultivation site in the fertile Okanagan Valley and the exclusive rights to a pristine
spring water aquifer, as well as a world-class 40,000-square-foot, HACCP certified
manufacturing facility, with a current bottling capacity of up to 72M bottles. BevCanna’s vision
is to be the global leader infused innovations.
Bhang Inc. (CSE:BHNG) Bhang is a cannabis brand with a portfolio of over 100 cannabis, hempderived CBD and terpene products (which are sold through its licensees and/or by Bhang
directly) including, without limitation, chocolates, pre-rolls, vapes, gums, beverages, gummies
and mouth sprays.
Biome Grow Inc. (CSE:BIO) is structured to be a centrally run business with cannabis production
and distribution assets that are designed for certain Canadian provinces where there is a
competitive advantage over large, national incumbent cannabis producers. Biome currently has
four wholly-owned subsidiaries including: Highland Grow Inc., a licensed producer in Nova
Scotia under Canada’s ACMPR; P-209 Inc., a company incorporated under the laws of the
Province of Ontario and in the late stages of applying for a license under the ACMPR; The Back
Home Medical Cannabis Corporation, a company incorporated under the laws of the Province
of Newfoundland and Labrador and in the late stages of applying for a license under the ACMPR;
and, Weed Virtual Retail Inc., a company incorporated under the laws of the Province of Ontario
in the business of operating a new virtual reality technology platform focused exclusively on
the medical and recreational cannabis markets.
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Blueberries Medical Corp. (CSE:BBM) is seeking to become a large scale producer of naturally
grown premium quality cannabis with its primary operations well situated in the Bogotá
savanna in central Colombia. Lead by a specialized team with proprietary expertise in
agriculture, genetics, extraction, medicine, pharmacology and marketing, Blueberries has
received all licenses required for the cultivation, production, domestic distribution, and
international export of CBD (cannabidiol) and THC (tetrahydrocannabinol)-based medical
cannabis. Blueberries’ combination of leading scientific expertise, agricultural advantages, and
distribution arrangements has positioned the company to become a leading international
supplier of naturally grown, processed, and standardized medicinal-grade cannabis oil extracts
and related products.
Body and Mind Inc. (CSE:BAMM) [US company] through its wholly owned subsidiary, Nevada
Medical Group LLC, cultivates and retails flower, oil extracts, and edible cannabis related
products, from its 20,000 square foot facility located in Clark County , Nevada. The products
are distributed under the ”Body and Mind” brand which has become successfully recognized
on industry related websites such as Weedmaps.
Braingrid Limited (CSE:BGRD) Braingrid is a Toronto-based company that provides an
affordable, versatile, and quick-to-install sensor platform that captures the critical real-time
data needed in the Precision Agriculture market, and in particular, to licensed cannabis
producers, to increase revenues, reduce costs and reduce risks.
C21 Investments Inc. (CSE:CXXI) [US company], is a vertically integrated cannabis company
with newly acquired operations in Oregon, U.S.A. C21’s strategy is to acquire existing
cannabis operations in the U.S.A. and globally, with experienced management teams in place.
C21’s focus is to expand where it can wholly own indoor/outdoor cultivation operations,
processing/extraction facilities, bakeries, branded products, and retail dispensaries with a
large distribution network.
Canada House Wellness Group Inc. (CSE:CHV), is the parent company of 672800 NB Inc. doing
business as Marijuana for Trauma Inc., Knalysis Technologies Inc. and Abba Medix Corp.
Through their vertically integrated subsidiaries, the Company’s goal is to become a marketplace
leader in the delivery and support of evidence based, client focused cannabinoid therapy. For
more information please visit www.canadahouse.ca.
Canna-V-Cell Sciences Inc. (CSE:CNVC) Based in Vancouver BC, Canna-V-cell sciences (CNVC) is
the exclusive Cannabis worldwide licensee of the proprietary and patent protected BioHarvest
technology. It is the first and only industrial large scale plant cell growth technology capable of
directly and constantly producing the active plant ingredients without the necessity to grow the
plant itself.
Cannabis Growth Opportunity Corporation (CSE:CGOC) [US company] is an investment
corporation which seeks to provide shareholders long-term total return through capital
appreciation by investing in an actively managed portfolio of securities of public and private
companies operating in, or that derive a significant portion of their revenue or earnings from,
products or services related to the cannabis industry.
Cannabis Growth Opportunity Corporation Warrants (CSE:CGOC.WT) [US company] entitle the
holder to acquire one common share at a price of $2.50, subject to adjustment, on or prior to
5:00 p.m. (Toronto time) on the expiry date, January 26, 2020. The warrants are subject to an
accelerated expiry should certain conditions be met. See the Warrant Indenture for a full
description and terms of the warrants.
Cannabis One Holdings Inc. (CSE:CBIS) [US company] is focused on aggregating and optimizing
popular cannabis brands throughout North America. With its unique, franchise-ready retail
brand, The JointTM, and through targeted acquisition and partnership opportunities, Cannabis
One intends to become the premier, globally-recognized, “House of Brands”, holding a client
portfolio of award-winning products with an extensive market footprint. Through the
Company’s The JointTM retail concept, Cannabis One intends to leverage the consumer and
brand data harvested from its retail locations to bring data-driven analytics to an emerging,
branded industry. For consumers, Cannabis One desires to become the definitive source for
unparalleled product selection and renowned service in an otherwise fragmented market.
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Cannabix Technologies Inc. (CSE:BLO; OTC:BLOZF) is a leader in marijuana breathalyzer
development for law enforcement and the workplace. Cannabix is actively developing breath
testing technologies in the pursuit of bringing durable, portable hand-held tools to market to
enhance detection of marijuana impaired driving offences on roads at a time when marijuana
is becoming legal in many jurisdictions globally.
CannAmerica Brands Corp. (CSE:CANA) [US company] is a U.S. marine veteran founded and
operated portfolio of cannabis brands with licensing agreements in the states of Colorado,
Nevada and Maryland. CannAmerica aims to maximize the value of its brands by employing
strong brand management teams, marketing and licensing the brands through various
distribution channels, including dispensaries, wholesalers and distributors, in the United States
and internationally.
CannaOne Technologies Inc. (CSE:CNNA) was founded by a team of developers who recognized
the tremendous opportunity of the emergence of the commercialized cannabis industry and its
growth. This realization inspired the development of proprietary technologies that provide
custom solutions for global markets. CannaOne’s goal is to meet the needs of an industry that
is in flux and continuously shaping form. Our mandate is to apply in-depth research that
encompasses all facets of a cannabis business to deliver digital tools that encourage the
flourishment of the industry from the ground up. CannaOne’s first consumer product,
BloomKitTM, is a robust proprietary business to business software platform with high
functionality for cannabis businesses operating online or in a retail environment.
Cannara Biotech Inc. (CSE:LOVE) is a vertically integrated cannabis company building the largest
indoor cannabis cultivation facility in Quebec, a modern and secure 625,000 square foot facility.
Leveraging Quebec’s low electricity costs, Cannara will produce high-grade indoor cannabis,
specializing in derivative products and brands.
CannaRoyalty Corp. (CSE:OH; OTCQX:ORHOF) [US company] Origin House is a growing cannabis
products and brands company operating across key markets in the U.S. and Canada, with a
strategic focus on becoming a preeminent global house of cannabis brands. The Company’s
foundation is in California, the world’s largest regulated cannabis market, where it delivers over
130 branded cannabis products to the majority of licensed dispensaries. Origin House’s brand
development platform is operated out of five licensed facilities located across California, and
provides distribution, manufacturing, cultivation and marketing services for its brand partners.
The Company is actively developing infrastructure to support the proliferation of its brands
internationally, initially through its acquisition of Canadian retailer 180 Smoke. Origin House’s
shares trade on the Canadian Securities Exchange (CSE) under the symbol “OH” and on the
OTCQX under the symbol “ORHOF”. Origin House is the registered business name of
CannaRoyalty Corp.
CannaRoyalty Corp. Warrants (CSE:OH.WT) entitle the warrant holder thereof, upon exercise
at any time after the issue date and prior to the expiry date to acquire one (1) share upon
payment of the exercise price of $5.50 per warrant share.
Canntab Therapeutics Limited (CSE:PILL) is a Canadian cannabis oral dosage formulation
company based in Markham Ontario, engaged in the research and development of advanced
pharmaceutical grade formulations of cannabinoids. Canntab has developed in-house
technology to deliver standardized medical cannabis extract from selective strains in a variety
of extended/sustained release pharmaceutical dosages for therapeutic use. Simply put,
Canntab's mission is to put the "Medical" into medicinal cannabis.
Cansortium Inc. (CSE:TIUM.U) [US company]
Cansortium Inc. - Warrants (CSE:TIUM.WT.U) [US company]
Capitva Verde Land (CSE:PWR)
Captor Capital Corp. (CSE:CPTR) [US company] is a Canadian investment firm focused on the
cannabis sector. The company follows a strategy of acquiring cash flowing established
companies and organizations with growth potential that require capital to scale. Captor
currently has a number of revenue generating cannabis investments.
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CB2 Insights Inc. (CSE:CBII) [US company] has a mission to mainstream medical cannabis into
traditional healthcare by gathering data and creating objective real-world evidence through our
proprietary software and service brands. Using clinical management and data collection
software at the point-of-care, CB2 Insights and its group of sub-brands has become a leading
force behind bringing traditional healthcare protocols to the rapidly evolving global cannabis
industry.
CBD Global Sciences Inc. (CSE:CBDN) is a vertically integrated hemp-based CBD producer,
extractor, and branding investment vehicle which currently owns two product categories,
branded
under
the
name
AETHICS
(www.aethics.com)
and
CANNAOIL
(www.cannaoilshop.com), which include CBD Oil tinctures (liquid products), CBD capsules, CBD
topicals. CBD Global’s hemp-derived CBD extracts are sold through select distributors, brick
and mortar retailers, and online. Through its wholly owned subsidiary, Strasburg Pharms, CBD
Global grows and operates irrigated land in Colorado, that grows hemp with only all-natural
Colorado water, soil, sun and nutrients and never sprayed with pesticides or chemicals. Our
genetics are hand selected and maintained to present the best cannabinoid profile with
extremely high CBD. The extraction/processing facility, operated by CBD Global, is located
approximately 40 minutes from the farm.
Chemesis International Inc. (CSE:CSI) [US company] is a vertically integrated global leader in
the cannabis industry, currently operating within California, Puerto Rico, and Colombia.
Chemesis is developing a strong foothold in key markets, from cultivation, to manufacturing,
distribution and retail. Chemesis has facilities in both Puerto Rico and California, allowing for
cost effective production and distribution of its products. In addition, Chemesis leverages
exclusive brands and partnerships and uses the highest quality extraction methods to provide
consumers with quality cannabis products.
Chemistree Technology Inc. (CSE:CHM) [US company] is an investment company dedicated to
the U.S. cannabis sector, endeavoring to provide turn-key solutions for the regulated cannabis
industry. The Company's corporate strategy is to acquire and develop vertically integrated
cannabis assets, leveraging management's decades of expertise in the cannabis industry and
corporate finance to own and operate licensed cultivation, processing, distribution and retail
facilities. The Company currently owns assets in Washington State used to operate the
Sugarleaf brand, prospective cannabis cultivation lands in California, a 50% interest in a
Humboldt County, California cannabis processing company, has completed its first investment
in the Canadian cannabis sector through its investment in Pasha Brands and has a pipeline of
assets to grow its base of business. For more information, visit www.chemistree.ca.
Chemistree Technology Inc. - Warrants (CSE:CHM.WT) [US company]
Choom Holdings Inc. (CSE:CHOO) together with its wholly-owned subsidiary, Medi-Can Health
Solutions Ltd., a cannabis production license applicant under Health Canada’s Access to
Cannabis for Medical Purposes Regulations (ACMPR), intends to develop a unique lifestyle
brand for cannabis for Canada’s emerging cannabis market.
Citation Growth Corp. (CSE:CGRO) [US company] pursues commercial ventures in the medical
and approved use categories in the marijuana space in the United States and Canada. In
addition, the company has developed an all natural hemp oil product line for the health and
wellness sector of it's operations. Marapharm owns property in Las Vegas NV and plans to
develop industrial space for close to 300,000' of marijuana cultivation. Marapharm has a
30,000' building in WA for marijuana cultivation.
Citation Growth Corp. Warrants (CGRO.WT) [US company] Each warrant shall entitle the
warrant holder thereof, upon exercise at any time after the issue date and prior to the expiry
date to acquire one (1) share upon payment of the exercise price of $2.90 per warrant share.
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City View Green Holdings Inc. (CSE:CVGR) The Company’s wholly-owned subsidiary has made
application for a Cannabis licence under the Cannabis Act. The Company’s aim is to become a
vertically integrated cannabis company focused on seed to retail. The Company’s business will
incorporate growing, extraction, production and retail. Once legalized, the Company also
expects to produce edible products, distillates and water-soluble products for the beverage
market. In addition, the Company’s subsidiary owns a 19.9% stake in a private retail-focused
cannabis company with access to retail store licences in Alberta and other retail opportunities
across Canada.
CLS Holdings USA, Inc. (CSE:CLSH) [US company] The Issuer is in the business of cannabis
cultivation, production and dispensaries. The Issuer also has a patented proprietary method
of extracting various cannabinoids from the marijuana plant and converting them into
products with a higher level of quality and consistency.
CordovaCann Corp. (CSE:CDVA) is a Canadian-domiciled cannabis-focused consumer products
company. CordovaCann primarily provides services and investment capital to the processing
and production vertical markets of the cannabis industry.
Core One Labs Inc. (CSE:COOL)'s [US company] filmstrip technologies produce an oral delivery
system that can be used for energy elixirs, herbal remedies and a smokeless alternative option
to medical and recreational users of cannabis. The Company’s technology produces infused
strips (similar to breath strips) that are not only a safer, healthier option to smoking but also a
new way to accurately meter the dosage and assure the purity of the product. The Company
will license the technology to licensees, who will in turn manufacture the strips where the legal
use of marijuana is allowed.
Cresco Labs Inc. (CSE:CL) [US company], based in Chicago is a grower, processor and retailer of
premium cannabis with operations in six states (Illinois, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Nevada, California
and Arizona) and approval pending for acquisitions in three more states (New York,
Massachusetts, Maryland). The company focuses on entering markets with outsized demand
potential, significant supply constraints and high barriers to entry. Its speed-to-market — seven
months from license to market — gives Cresco a competitive advantage as it replicates its
model to expand its national footprint. Cresco’s ability to execute is complemented by a brand
strategy that is tailored to all major consumer segments: everyday cannabis, medicinally
focused, connoisseur grade, and chef inspired edibles by James Beard Award-winning pastry
chef Mindy Segal. Learn more about Cresco Labs at crescolabs.com
(Note: the reserved for issuance includes Proportionate Voting Shares convertible into
100,7272,910 Subordinate Voting Shares and redeemable units convertible into 143,690,687
Subordinate Voting Shares)
Cresco Labs Inc. – Warrants – Subordinate Voting Share (CSE:CL.WT) also announced that it has
entered into an agreement with a group of investment dealers, led by Canaccord Genuity Corp.
(the “Underwriters”), pursuant to which the Underwriters will purchase, on a underwritten
basis pursuant to the filing of a shelf prospectus supplement, an aggregate of 7,350,000 units
(the “Units”) of the Company at a price of C$10.00 per Unit (the “Offering Price”) for aggregate
gross proceeds of C$73,500,000 (the “Offering”).
Each Unit will be comprised of one subordinate voting share of the Company (a “Share”) and
one half of one subordinate voting share purchase warrant of the Company (each full warrant,
a “Warrant”). Each Warrant will entitle the holder to acquire one subordinate voting share of
the Company (the “Underlying Shares”) at a price of C$12.50 per Underlying Share, subject to
adjustment in certain events (the “Exercise Price”), for a period of 3 years following the Closing
Date (as hereinafter defined). The Company intends to apply to list the Warrants on the
Canadian Securities Exchange.
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Crop Infrastructure Corp. (CSE:CROP) is primarily engaged in the business of investing,
constructing, owning and leasing greenhouse projects as part of the provision of turnkey real
estate solutions for lease-to-licensed cannabis producers and processors offering best-in-class
operations. The Company’s portfolio of projects includes cultivation properties in California and
Washington State, Nevada, Italy and a joint venture on West Hollywood and San Bernardino
dispensary applications. CROP has developed a portfolio of 15 Cannabis brands and also has
US and Italian distribution rights to a line of over 55 cannabis topical products from The Yield
Growth Corp.
Curaleaf Holdings, Inc. (CSE:CURA) [US company], its subsidiaries and managed entities are
directly engaged in the manufacture, possession, use, sale or distribution of cannabis and/or
hold licenses in the adult-use and/or medicinal cannabis marketplace in the States of Arizona,
Connecticut, Florida, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Nevada, New Jersey, New York and
Oregon.
DionyMed Brands Inc. (CSE:DYME) [US company] is a multi-state, vertically integrated
operating platform that designs, develops, markets and sells a portfolio of branded cannabis
products. DionyMed also provides distribution, logistics and value-added manufacturing
services on behalf of cannabis cultivators, distributors, processors and retailers. DionyMed’s
operations are currently located in California and Oregon.
Investor Note: In addition to the 20,163,720 Subordinate Voting Shares that are listed and
trading, there are 32,553,400 Subordinate Voting Shares reserved for issuance pursuant to the
conversion rights attached to other classes of equity shares that are issued and outstanding but
not listed. The total number of issued shares assuming all are converted into the listed class
would be 52,717,120.
Dixie Brands Inc. (CSE:DIXI.U) [US company] manages, protects and promotes a portfolio of
licensed intellectual property and commercialization of proprietary processes and products
related to the DIXIETM brand. Dixie Brands Inc. is actively engaged in the licensing of
proprietary bases, essences, and other prepared ingredients, the formula of which is an
industrial secret of Dixie Brands Inc.
Empower Clinics Inc. (CSE:CBDT) [US company] operates a growing national network of
physician-staffed medical cannabis clinics in the United States with a primary focus on enabling
patients to improve and protect their health. Empower seeks to create a leading nationwide
brand of trusted products and services for the medical cannabis industry, enabling patients to
more effectively and affordably address areas such as chronic pain, Epilepsy, PTSD, and more.
Eureka 93 Inc. (CSE:ERKA) [US company] is one of the largest CBD extraction operations in
North America, dedicated to producing the highest quality CBD products for our customers.
Our first processing facility is in Eureka, Montana, off U.S. Route 93, in the rugged Pacific
Northwest. Surrounded by soaring mountains, pristine lakes and dense forests, the name
Eureka93 reflects the purity and creativity that goes into all our products and solutions.
Eurolife Brands Inc. (CSE:EURO) is a leading business technology company within the cannabis
space. The company designs and builds customer-centric solutions that enable its partners to
harness the power of data to truly understand their customers, industry, and key business
drivers.
Eviana Health Corporation (CSE:EHC) Eviana Health Corporation's aim is to deliver customized
consumer skin care products using natural hemp strains of cannabis sativa for cosmeceutical
and nutraceutical merchandise and cannabinoid-based topical creams and products.
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EXMceuticals Inc. (CSE:EXM) is a cannabis company with a head office in Vancouver, British
Columbia and operations in the Democratic Republic of Congo and Uganda. EXM’s activities are
focused on the sustainable cultivation of cannabis and hemp, and the production of
pharmaceutical grade, psychotropic and non-psychotropic cannabis and hemp ingredients for
the pharmaceutical, therapeutical and nutraceutical industries. EXM is in the process of
obtaining additional licenses and establishing operations across multiple sites in Africa,
including Ethiopia, Malawi, Zambia and Burundi. In addition, EXM is in the process of obtaining
a license in Portugal for the establishment of a research laboratory, a nursery, and a center for
processing and distribution. EXM proposes to export the extracted ingredients to international
markets.
FinCanna Capital Corp. (CSE:CALI) is a royalty company for the licensed medical cannabis
industry which invests in sizable and scalable best-in-class businesses. The Issuer’s business
objective is to provide capital solutions to companies in the medical cannabis industry with
large scale potential, a highly skilled and experienced operator, which plan to produce high
value, high demand licensed medical products or related products and services.
Flower One Holdings Inc. (CSE:FONE) [US company] is sharply focused on quickly becoming the
leading cannabis cultivator, producer and innovator in the highly lucrative Nevada market.
Flower One owns and operates a 25,000 square-foot cultivation and production facility in North
Las Vegas, with nine grow rooms, and owns the established NLV Organics consumer brand of
cannabis products. The Company is also rapidly converting its 455,000 square-foot greenhouse
and production facility, which is the largest in the State of Nevada, for cultivating and processing
high-quality cannabis at scale. Combined, the flagship greenhouse facility and production
facility (once fully operational) and the North Las Vegas facility provide Flower One with
480,000 square feet of capacity for cultivation and processing, production and high-volume
packaging of dry flower, cannabis oils, concentrates and infused products. The Company is fully
licensed for medical marijuana cultivation and production, as well as recreational marijuana
cultivation and production in the state of Nevada and currently holds licensing agreements with
their Brand Partners, Flyte Concentrates, Rapid-Dose Therapeutics’ Quick Strip, Old Pal, Palms,
HUXTON, CannAmerica Brands, G Pen and the The Medicine Cabinet.
Flower One Holdings Inc. – 9.5% Unsecured Convertible Debentures (CSE:FONE.DB) [US
company]
Flower One Holdings Inc. – Warrants (CSE:FONE.WT) [US company]
FSD Pharma Inc. Subordinate Voting Shares (CSE:HUGE) is targeting all legal aspects of the
cannabis industry, including cultivation, processing, manufacturing, extracts and research and
development. FSD is a licensed producer of cannabis under the Cannabis Act. The Company
received its cultivation license on October 13, 2017. An amendment to the licence effective
November 8, 2018, allows the Company to sell cannabis to other licensed producers. On
February 19, 2019, the Company received its Standard Processing License, which is required for
any facility that is processing more than the equivalent of 600 kg of dried flowers per year.
FSD is a science driven company with a mission to leverage the largest hydroponic indoor
cannabis facility in the world to research and develop life-saving medicines based on
cannabinoid science. FSD is planning for a stage-phased development at its primary location in
Cobourg, Ontario. Currently, the Company has 25,000 square feet of grow space available. Once
completed, the facility is expected to have 3,800,000 sq. ft. of cultivation and related ancillary
businesses.
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Future Farm Technologies Inc. (CSE:FFT; OTC:AGSTF) is rapidly becoming a leading indoor
plant growth technology company specializing in LED lighting and vertical farming solutions.
Future Farm's business model includes developing and acquiring technologies that will further
its position as a leader in the evolving Controlled Environment Agriculture (CEA) market for
the global production of various types of plants. The Company holds a worldwide license to
use a patented vertical farming technology that, when compared to traditional plant
production methods, generate yields up to 10 times greater per square foot of land. The
contained system provides many other benefits including seed to sale security, scalability,
consistency due to year-round production, cost control, product safety and purity by
eliminating environmental variability.
GABY Inc. (CSE:GABY) [US company] is a pure-play cannabis wellness company. With its existing
infrastructure of major retailers and an extensive broker and distribution network, Gabriella’s
Kitchen is positioned to service mainstream grocery with CBD infused products, and licensed
cannabis retailers with CBD and THC infused products throughout Canada and the United
States. The Company's non-infused products are currently available in more than 3,400 major
retail stores across the U.S. and Canada.
Global Cannabis Application Corp. (CSE:APP; OTCQB:FUAPF) is a global leader in designing,
developing, marketing, and acquiring innovative mobile applications. Used in over 25
countries, Global Cannabis’ apps facilitate the evolution of conversation by like-minded people
in a digital environment. Managed by digital industry experts, Global Cannabis is focused on
global expansion and providing the best user experience in each target market. Its leading
mobile platforms are Citizen Green, a platform dedicated to the digital world of all things
cannabis; Foro, a peer-to-peer mobile ecommerce student marketplace; Opinit, an app that
enables users to socially share their favourite online sentiment-driven content; and Truth, a
one-to-one anonymous messaging app.
Global Health Clinics Ltd. (CSE:MJRX) operates a two-part system of customer lead generation
and conversion, through its network of pavilions and the ownership and operation of five
medical clinics that aim to connect Canadians with ACMPR license producers by advancing the
understanding of medical cannabis and its applications, and the provision of related services
and products for patients suffering from illness from which they may find relief with medical
cannabis, including facilitating access to qualified health care practitioners, independent
medical cannabis evaluations and related advice. Through its pavilions, the company is
developing a substantive consumer database of persons interested in both medicinal and
recreational use.
Global Hemp Group Inc. (CSE:GHG; OTC:GBHPF) [US company], headquartered in Vancouver,
British Columbia, Canada, with base operations in Montreal and Los Angeles, was founded in
2014. The Company is focused on a multi-phased strategy to build a strong presence in the
industrial hemp industry in both Canada and the United States. The first phase of this strategy
is to develop hemp cultivation with the objective of extracting cannabinoids (CBD, CBG, CBN &
CBC) and creating a near term revenue stream that will allow the Company to expand and
develop successive phases of the strategy. The second phase of the plan will focus on the
development of value-added industrial products utilizing the processing of the whole hemp
plant, as envisioned in the Company’s Hemp Agro-Industrial Zone (HAIZ) strategy.
Golden Leaf Holdings Ltd. (CSE:GLH) [US company] is one of the largest cannabis oil and
solution providers in North America. It's a leading cannabis products company in Oregon built
around recognized brands. GLH leverages a strong management team with cannabis and food
industry experience to complement its expertise in extracting, refining and selling cannabis oil.
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Green Growth Brands Inc. (CSE:GGB) [US company] is a lifestyle oriented, consumer products
company that celebrates health, wellness and happiness. We are in the business of cultivation,
processing and retailing of cannabis, tetrahydrocannabidol, cannabidiol (“CBD”) and cannabisinfused consumer products. Over the next 12 months, the Company intends to expand its retail
and wholesale cannabis businesses as well as its CBD consumer products business through a
combination of strategic partnerships, merger and acquisition activity, and organic license
capture. The Company’s objectives are to establish retail cannabis locations, or otherwise apply
for such licenses, in various states within that timeframe, pursuant to state laws. Such activity
will focus on those certain states where cannabis has been legalized for medical and/or
recreational use at the state level.
Green Growth Brands Inc. - Warrants (CSE:GGB.WT) [US company]
Green Thumb Industries Inc. - Subordinate Voting Shares (CSE:GTII) [US company], a national
cannabis cultivator, processor and dispensary operator, is dedicated to providing dignified
access to safe and effective cannabis nationwide while giving back to the communities in which
it serves. As a vertically integrated company, GTI manufactures and sells a well-rounded suite
of branded cannabis products including flower, concentrates, edibles, and topicals. The
company also owns and operates a rapidly growing national chain of retail cannabis stores
called RISE™ dispensaries. Headquartered in Chicago, Illinois, GTI has eight manufacturing
facilities and licenses for 60 retail locations across eight highly regulated U.S. markets.
Established in 2014, GTI employs over 450 people and serves thousands of patients and
customers each year. GTI was named a "Best Workplace 2018 by Crain’s Chicago Business".
GreenStar Biosciences Corp. (CSE:GSTR) [US company] is the owner of the property leases,
brands and intellectual property of Cowlitz County Cannabis Cultivation Inc. (“Cowlitz”), a
licensed cannabis producer and processor located in Washington State. Cowlitz is a leading
producer, marketer and vendor in the Washington State recreational cannabis market. Known
for sourcing high-quality cannabis sold at affordable prices to a broad and established consumer
base, Cowlitz’s portfolio of branded products is available at approximately 20% of cannabis
retailers throughout Washington State.
Grown Rogue International Inc. (CSE:GRIN) [US company] is the premier vertically-integrated
Cannabis brand specializing in seed-to-experience products through state of the art indoor &
outdoor facilities and over 50 years of cultivation expertise. The Grown Rogue brand offers
flower, pre-rolls, cartridges, and extracts including shatter, wax, oil and sugar. To provide
customers with “The Right Experience, Every Time.”™, Grown Rogue produces and distributes
only the finest cannabis with 90,000 sq ft of indoor & outdoor cultivation where they utilize
best in class production practices meeting Clean Green Certification standards.
Harborside Inc. – Subordinate Voting Shares (CSE:HBOR) [US company] is, through its
subsidiaries and controlled entities, both directly and indirectly engaged in the manufacture,
possession, use, sale or distribution of cannabis in the recreational and/or medicinal cannabis
marketplace in the State of California and the State of Oregon. Investor Note: In addition to the
18,125,801 Subordinate Voting Shares that are listed and trading, there are 24,412,946
reserved for issuance pursuant to the conversion rights attached to the Multiple Voting Shares,
Series A Special Shares and Series B Special Shares that are issued and outstanding but not
listed. The total number of issued shares assuming all are converted into the listed class would
be 42,538,747.
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Harvest Health & Recreation Inc. Subordinate Voting Shares (CSE:HARV) [US company] is one
of the first consistently profitable, vertically integrated cannabis companies with one of the
largest footprints in the U.S. Harvest’s complete vertical solution includes industry-leading
cultivation, manufacturing, and retail facilities, construction, real estate, technology and
operational expertise — leveraging in-house legal, HR and marketing teams, along with proven
experts in writing and winning state-based applications. The company has 425 employees with
proven experience, expertise and knowledge of in-house best practices that are drawn upon
whenever Harvest enters new markets. Harvest’s executive team is comprised of leaders in
finance, compliance, real estate and operations. Since its founding in 2011, Harvest has grown
its footprint every year and now has licenses in 11 states, with planned expansion into
additional states by 2020. Harvest shares timely updates and releases as part of its regular
course of business with the media and the interested public. For more information, visit:
https://www.harvestinc.com/.
HealthSpace Data Systems Ltd. (CSE:HS) [US company] This is a market opportunity that the
Company is actively exploring. Healthspace has identified and are currently in discussions with
several potential channel partners to provide its expertise in environmental health and safety
inspection technology. As regulatory compliance becomes an increasing issue in this new high
growth market Healthspace sees a tremendous opportunity for the application of our
technology and expertise.
Heritage Cannabis Holdings Corp. (CSE:CANN) participates, through identification and strategic
alliances, for opportunities to increase shareholder value.
Heritage Cannabis Holdings Corp. Warrants - Nov 8 2021 (CSE:CANN.WT)
High Tide Inc. (CSE:HITI) is an Alberta-based, downstream cannabis corporation focused on the
manufacturing and wholesale distribution of smoking accessories and cannabis lifestyle
products. It is a vertically-integrated company in the Canadian cannabis market, with portfolio
subsidiaries including RGR Canada Inc., Famous Brandz Inc., Kush West Distribution Inc.,
Smoker’s Corner Ltd., Grasscity.com, Canna Cabana Inc. and the majority of KushBar Inc. High
Tide’s strategy as a parent company is to extend and strengthen its integrated value chain,
while providing a complete customer experience and maximizing shareholder value.
iAnthus Capital Holdings, Inc. (CSE:IAN) [US company]
ICC International Cannabis Corp. (CSE:WRLD.U)'s (“ICC” or the “Company”) [US company]
corporate mandate is to plan, design, build and operate the highest quality, lowest cost
Cannabis production, processing and distribution facilities worldwide. ICC boasts an in-depth
understanding of both the Cannabis and biomedical industries, as well as world-class
experience within the many associated Cannabis industry vehicles and derivatives. The
Company is equipped with a suite of comprehensive solutions for emerging companies within
the Cannabis industry. ICC’s robust service offering allows the Company to formulate key
alliances and critical associations within a wide range of Cannabis verticals.
Ignite International Brands, Ltd. (CSE:BILZ) [US company] intends to expand its business, which
currently includes branding, marketing, licensing, sales and distribution, across additional legal
jurisdictions in the United States and into international jurisdictions, across multiple product
applications. Ignite intends to effect this expansion through brand leverage, product
development, targeted marketing and strategic supply chain partnerships in each of the target
jurisdictions.
Indus Holdings, Inc. (CSE:INDS) [US company] is a vertically integrated company with
production capabilities, including cultivation, extraction, manufacturing, brand sales &
marketing, and distribution.
Inner Spirit Holdings Ltd. (CSE:ISH) is a retail and franchise company with plans to open Spiritleaf
locations in the Canadian recreational cannabis market. It currently has more than 100
corporate and franchise Spiritleaf locations under development, a growing portfolio of
proprietary brands, strategic partnerships and investments.
Inner Spirit Holdings Ltd. - 12% Senior Secured Convertible Debentures (CSE:ISH.DB)
Inner Spirit Holdings Ltd. - Warrants (CSE:ISH.WT)
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InnoCan Pharma Corporation (CSE:INNO) The Corporation's business can be described as three
distinct operating segments relating to the incorporation in products of CBD in their
formulation: (i) research, development, marketing, distribution and sales of InnoCan-branded
OTC pharmaceutical products; (ii) research and development of non-pharmaceutical products
for third parties in exchange for fees and/or royalties; and (iii) research and development of
hydrogels containing liposomes intended for licensing or sale to third party pharmaceutical
corporations for manufacturing, distribution and sales.
Integrated Cannabis Company Inc. (CSE:ICAN) d/b/a iCannaCo™, is a global wellness enterprise
focused on the development, manufacturing, marketing and distribution of innovative and
highly effective botanically-based consumable products.
International Cannabrands Inc. (CSE:INCB) [US company], acquired the exclusive rights to Julian
Marley's JuJu Royal™ brand. ICI currently generates revenue from licensing brands to growers,
edible manufacturers, oil extractors, producers of ancillary products and apparel in the United
States where cannabis has been legalized at the state level, as well as products containing CBD
in the US and internationally. ICI intends on acquiring micro brands with highly profitable
operations in the cannabis space. The Company believes as the market becomes saturated with
products varying in potency and quality, that the branded products will rise to the top and the
Company intends to exploit all opportunities available to realize the full value of the Julian
Marley brand and other brands.
Ionic Brands Corp. (CSE:IONC) (formerly Zara Resources Inc) [US company], is a leading
cannabis vape pen and cannabis cartridge producer and distributor in Washington State,
Oregon, and now in California. With its recent expansion into Oregon, Blacklist currently
intends to build a leadership position in the growing cannabis concentrate segment.
Isodiol International Inc. (CSE:ISOL; OTCQB:ISOLF) [US company] is focused on the nutritional
health benefits that are derived from hemp and is a product development, sales, marketing and
distribution company of hemp-based consumer products and solutions.
Isodiol has commercialized a 99%+ pure, naturally isolated CBD, including microencapsulations, and nano-technology for quality consumable and topical skin care products.
Most recently, the Company received approval for its CBD designated as an Active
Pharmaceutical Ingredient for use in Finished Pharmaceutical Products, as was announced on
April 26, 2018. Isodiol’s growth strategy includes the development of over-the-counter and
pharmaceutical drugs, expanding its consumer products portfolio and aggressively continue
international expansion into Latin America, Asia, and Europe.
Isracann Biosciences Inc. (CSE:IPOT) is an Israeli-based company focused on becoming a
premier cannabis producer offering low-cost production targeting undersupplied major
European marketplaces. Based in Israel's agricultural sector, Isracann will leverage its
development within the most experienced country in the world with respect to cannabis
research.
Leviathan Cannabis Group Inc. (CSE:EPIC) is focused on the cannabis sector and encompasses a
full service North American consumer engagement/marketing services agency and a supporting
cannabis media platform.
Lexaria Bioscience Corp. (CSE:LXX; OTC:LXRP) [US company] has developed and out-licenses its
disruptive technology that promotes healthier ingestion methods, lower overall dosing and
higher effectiveness of lipophilic active molecules. Lexaria has multiple patents pending in over
40 countries around the world and was granted its first patents in the USA and in Australia
related to edible forms of cannabinoids. Lexaria’s technology provides increases in intestinal
absorption rates; more rapid delivery to the bloodstream; and important taste-masking
benefits, for orally administered bioactive molecules including cannabinoids, vitamins, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), nicotine and other molecules.
Liberty Health Sciences Inc. (CSE:LHS) [US company] is an investor and operator in the medical
cannabis market, capitalizing on new and existing opportunities in the United States.
Liberty Leaf Holdings Ltd. (CSE:LIB) is a new, Canadian-based, public company whose objective
is to be at the forefront of the medicinal and recreational cannabis industry...accelerating
revenue-generating businesses within this dynamic and fast-growing sector.
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Lotus Ventures Inc. (CSE:J) is a Vancouver-based medical marijuana company. As a Licensed
Producer applicant under The Marihuana for Medical Purposes Regulations (MMPR) we plan to
build and operate a 28,000 square foot facility in Armstrong British Columbia.
Utilizing a community-based marketing model Lotus will focus on providing medical users with
quality-assured dried marijuana. There is an emerging consensus on the benefits of a
normalized well-regulated market place and consumer protections on product quality and
community safety. Lotus Ventures is an active industry participant and engages with
government regulators to shape the regulatory system and extending the scientific knowledge
base of the medical uses.
Matica Enterprises Inc. (CSE:MMJ) is a diversified Canadian company with primary interests in
the medical marijuana field, while maintaining interest in lithium mineral projects in Nevada.
The target company is a Quebec based applicant with a ten thousand square foot (10,000 sq.
ft.) facility under lease. The target company (“Sellers”) is a late stage applicant with the goal of
becoming a licenced producer under ACMPR and has completed the security clearance stage
and is now under review. The 10,000 sq. ft. facility is located in an industrial park outside of
Montreal. Upon completion of due diligence, Matica and the Sellers will proceed to a definitive
agreement on or by April 5, 2017, which will allow Matica to acquire an initial sixty-five percent
(65%) interest with the right to earn an additional five per cent (5%).
MedMen Enterprises Inc. Class B Subordinate Voting Shares (CSE:MMEN) [US company] is a
leading cannabis company in the U.S. with assets and operations across the country. Based in
Los Angeles, MedMen brings expertise and capital to the cannabis industry and is one of the
nation’s largest financial supporters of progressive marijuana laws.
MedMen Enterprises Inc. - Warrants - Subordinate Voting Shares (CSE:MMEN.WT) is the
preeminent cannabis company in the U.S. and the most recognized brand in the emerging
marijuana industry, with assets and operations in California, Nevada and New York. Based in
Los Angeles, MedMen brings class leading operational expertise and unprecedented
investment to the fast changing and fast-growing cannabis industry. MedMen is also one of the
nation’s largest financial supporters of progressive marijuana legalization efforts at local, state
and federal levels.
MedXtractor Corp. (CSE:MXT) is a Calgary-based company that manufactures patented,
proprietary small-scale carbon dioxide-based extractors that are used to extract essential oils
and compounds from a variety of botanical materials. At present, the Corporation targets the
"Craft" cannabis grower. Craft growers are those whose crop is up to 800 indoor-sized plants
per crop cycle. In management's opinion, CO2 Extractors represent the state-of-the-art for
high-potency, high-purity oils, one of the fastest growing segments of the overall cannabis
market. Cannabis oils can be extracted from flowers (bud), trim (leaves) and/or post-pressed
rosin "chips" (leftovers from hydraulic press extraction). The ongoing worldwide legalization of
cannabis is underpinning the rapidly growing demand for cannabis products with major growth
seen in oils due to their utility as feedstock for various ingestion methods. The Corporation
owns the patents on its CO2 Extractors.
Micron Waste Technologies (CSE:MWM) is a leading organic waste technology company based
in Canada. Micron Waste has developed and commercialized an on-site treatment system that
can turn organic waste into clean water. Their research & development team has already
produced solutions to handle organic waste generated by food distributors, quick service
restaurants, and marijuana cultivators.
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MJardin Group, Inc. (CSE:MJAR) [US company] is a cannabis management platform with
extensive experience in cultivation, processing, distribution, and retail. For over 10 years,
MJardin Group has refined cultivation methodologies, developed state of the art facilities, and
implemented vertical integration for and on behalf of license owners. MJardin Group currently
owns, manages or advises on a portfolio of 32 cannabis operations.
Investor Note: In addition to the 67,450,105 Common Shares that are listed and trading; there
are 12,084 Proportionate Voting Shares pursuant to the conversion rights attached to the other
classes of equity shares that are issued and outstanding but not listed; there are 4,819,735
shares reserved. The total number of issued shares assuming all are converted into the listed
class would be 84,353,619.
Mojave Jane Brands Inc. (CSE:JANE) [US company] is a Canadian-based cannabis sector brand
and distribution company emerging as a true vertical integrator in California’s legal cannabis
space serving recreational and wellness markets. The Company’s U.S. holdings are comprised
of assets set up as a vertical stack including a distribution arm through BRAVO DISTRO;
branding, packaging, manufacturing & processing carried out through MOJAVE JANE and
CALIGOLD; and cultivation to scale via COACHELLAGRO and 420 REALTY. Operating out of
licensed strategic locations within the state, High Hampton is leveraging its brand-focused
business model to generate sustainable profits delivering quality product by recognized brands.
MPX International Corporation (CSE:MPXI) [US company] is focused on developing and
operating assets across the global cannabis industry with an emphasis on cultivating,
manufacturing and marketing products which include cannabinoids as their primary active
ingredient.
MustGrow Biologics Corp. (CSE:MGRO) [US company] is an agricultural biotech company
focused on developing and commercializing a portfolio of patented natural bio-pesticides and
bio-fertilizers, including its patented signature mustard-derived biologics. Targeting the fruit
and vegetable and the cannabis industries, MustGrow has designed a US EPA and Canadian
PMRA approved organic solution that uses the mustard seed’s natural defense mechanisms to
protect plants from pests and diseases.
MYM Nutraceuticals Inc. (CSE:MYM) is a company that has applied to become a Licensed
Producer under Canada’s Marihuana for Medical Purposes Regulations. The company has an
extensive list of industry assets that make it well prepared for commercial distribution of
medical marijuana, including a growing facility property, exclusive access to patients and many
years of industry expertise on the company’s board of directors and staff.
Nabis Holdings Inc. (CSE:NAB; OTC:NABIF) [US company] Innovative Properties Inc. (d/b/a
Nabis Holdings) manages its equity stock portfolio and investments in public and private
companies across different industries. The Company was incorporated in 2002 and is
headquartered in Vancouver, Canada.
Nabis Holdings Inc. - 8% Unsecured Convertible Debenture (CSE:NAB.DB) manages its equity
stock portfolio and investments in public and private companies across different industries. The
Company was incorporated in 2002 and is headquartered in Vancouver, Canada.
Nabis Holdings Inc. - Warrants (CSE:NAB.WT) manages its equity stock portfolio and
investments in public and private companies across different industries. The Company was
incorporated in 2002 and is headquartered in Vancouver, Canada.
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NanoSphere Health Sciences Inc. (CSE:NSHS) [US company] is a is a biotechnology company
that has developed and is commercializing its patented NanoSphere Delivery System™, a
ground breaking platform using nanotechnology for the delivery of biological agents such as
cannabinoids, supplements, nutraceuticals and over-the-counter medications for the cannabis,
pharmaceutical and animal health industries, and beyond. The NanoSphere Delivery System™
provides improved bioavailability, efficacy and onset of effect over traditional delivery systems,
and represents one of the most important developments for advancing the non-invasive and
user-friendly delivery of biological agents in over 25 years.
Under the brand name “Evolve”, NanoSphere has already launched its acclaimed NanoSerum™
product for the recreational and medical cannabis markets in Colorado, and will build on that
success by opening new markets for Evolve and developing and commercializing new
applications for NanoSerum™.

12-04-2017

Nass Valley Gateway Ltd. (CSE:NVG) [US company] has completed the acquisition of two wholly
owned subsidiaries Advanced Bioceuticals Limited (“ABL”), incorporated under the Laws of New
Jersey and Pro-Thotics Technology Inc. (“PTI”), a New York corporation with a more than 25
year established business. Through its subsidiary PTI the Company will continue to focus on
expanding the sale of Durable Medical Equipment (“DME-Products”)and increasing its database
of more than 200,000 patients with service of providing relief from pain and medical issues via
its DME-Products. Through its subsidiary ABL the Company is determined to expand upon this
pain relief concept and to commence the sale of Cannabidiol (CBD) with zero THC content for
internal use including CBD infused skin, bath, and body care products.
NewLeaf Brands Inc.(CSE:NLB; OTC:NWGFF) [US company] is an innovative Cannabidiol (“CBD”)
lifestyle Company. Through the Company’s wholly owned subsidiaries We are Kured and Drink
Fresh Water, the Company’s main business activities encompass the development, marketing
and distribution of CBD products (including vaporizer pens and beverages) throughout the
United States and internationally. In addition, New Age Brands has extensive retail and
cultivation land investments in Oregon.
Next Green Wave Holdings Inc. (CSE:NGW) [US company], through its subsidiary, intends to
focus on its vertically integrated "seed-to-sale" operations in the City of Coalinga, California.
The Company holds Type R (Nursery Cultivation), Type 3A (Indoor Cultivation), Type 7 (Volatile
Extraction) and Type 12 (Distribution) Conditional Use Permits that will enable it to produce,
process, distribute and sell premium cannabis and cannabinoid infused products in the State of
California.
Nextleaf Solutions Ltd. (CSE:OILS) is an extraction technology company that has developed a
portfolio of issued and pending patents pertaining to the company’s unique, industrial-scale
process of producing purified cannabinoid distillate, a tasteless, odourless cannabis
concentrate best suited for infusing premium value-added products. Nextleaf plans to
commercialize its intellectual property portfolio by providing B2B processing services to
licensed cultivators and supplying cannabis oil and extracts to qualified Canadian and
international partners under the client’s own brands. Nextleaf has completed construction of
its dedicated extraction and processing facility in Greater Vancouver, British Columbia, in time
for Canada’s legalization of edibles and other cannabis derivative products.
North Bud Farms Inc. (CSE:NBUD) , through its wholly-owned subsidiary GrowPros MMP Inc., is
pursuing a license under the Access to Cannabis for Medical Purposes Regulations (ACMPR).
North Bud Farms will be constructing a state-of-the-art purpose-built cannabis production
facility located on 95 acres of Agricultural Land in Low, Quebec. North Bud Farms will be focused
on Pharmaceutical and Food Grade cannabinoid production in preparation for the legalization
of edibles and ingestible products scheduled for October 2019.
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Nutritional High International Inc. (CSE:EAT; OTCQB:SPLIF) [US company] is primarily focused
on developing, acquiring and designing products and brands in the marijuana-infused edible
products and oil extracts sectors for medical and adult recreational use. The Company works
exclusively in U.S. states where such activity is permitted and regulated by state law, through
entities which hold a valid license to produce marijuana-infused edible products and to
distribute and dispense marijuana products.
Orchid Ventures Inc. (CSE:ORCD) [US company] is an award-winning cannabis brand with THC
and CBD product lines currently sold in 250+ dispensaries across California and Oregon which
plans to expand its brand into new markets such as Nevada, New York, Puerto Rico, Canada and
other global markets.
Organic Flower Investments Group Inc. (CSE:SOW), an investment holding firm, specializes in
providing early-stage financing to private and public companies engaged in a variety of
industries, with a focus in the bio-medical, pharmaceutical, and naturopathic sectors including
medical and recreational cannabis.
Orion Nutraceuticals Inc. (CSE:ORI) produces and develops innovative products with key
strategic partners in the cannabis life science industry. In conjunction with its professional
sports strategic alliances, the company intends to advance research and development in the
plant science sector, deliver science-based products and services, and market CBD therapies to
the mainstream with proprietary brands and products.
Osoyoos Cannabis Inc. (CSE:OSO) is an early-stage cannabinoid extraction company based in
Oliver, BC. Osoyoos Cannabis has applied for a standard processing license under the Cannabis
Act for its 10,410 ft2 facility and that application is currently in the review stage. The Company
will offer contract tolling extraction, sale of bulk oil and development of both proprietary
Osoyoos Cannabis branded and white labelled products once licensed to do so.
Ovation Science Inc. (CSE:OVAT) is engaged in the business of sublicensing rights to use
Invisicare a patented drug delivery technology used in topical and transdermal skin products
containing hemp seed oil and cannabis products.
Pasha Brands Ltd. (CSE:CRFT) is a prohibition era brand house firmly established in the craft
cannabis industry in British Columbia. With its wholly-owned subsidiary, BC Craft Supply Co.
Ltd. (“BC Craft”), which expects to manage the production and processing of craft cannabis
under Health Canada’s regulatory framework, Pasha has positioned itself as the leading craft
cannabis organization in Canada. BC Craft works with craft cannabis producers in Canada and
assist them in obtaining their micro-cultivation licences with Health Canada – a program that
began on October 17, 2018.
Pharmadrug Inc. (CSE:BUZZ) [US company] owns 80% of Pharmadrug Production GmbH, a
German medical cannabis distributor, with a Schedule I European Union narcotics license
allowing for the importation and distribution of medical cannabis in Germany and throughout
the EU. In addition, the company (i) owns a convertible note into 54% equity of HolyCanna Ltd.,
a cultivation and nursery license holder in Israel, and (iii) has a binding LOI to purchase 57% of
CannabiSendak Ltd., the builder of a network of dispensaries in Israel.
Phivida Holdings Inc. (CSE:VIDA) [US company] is a premiere brand of cannabidiol (“CBD”)
infused functional foods and beverages and clinical CBD products, poised for global distribution.
Using nanoencapsulation technology, Phivida converts lipid based cannabinoids into a water
soluble delivery format enhancing bioavailability and timed released within the body. Phivida’s
nanoencapsulated CBD is infused into CBD beverages, foods and supplements which contain a
proprietary blend of phytonutraceuticals targeting a range of key health conditions, from
chronic pain to terminal diseases.
Phivida Holdings Inc. Warrants (CSE:VIDA.WT) [US company] entitle the warrant holder
thereof, upon exercise at any time after the issue date and prior to the expiry date to acquire
one (1) share upon payment of the exercise price of $1.60 per warrant share.
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Pivot Pharmaceuticals Inc. (CSE:PVOT) [US company] is an emerging biopharmaceutical
company engaged in the development and commercialization of therapeutic pharmaceuticals
and nutraceuticals using innovative drug delivery platform technologies. Pivot’s wholly-owned
medical cannabis products division, Pivot Green Stream Health Solutions Inc. (“PGS” or “Pivot
Green Stream”), conducts research, development and commercialization of cannabinoid-based
nutraceuticals and pharmaceuticals.
Planet 13 Holdings Inc. (CSE:PLTH) [US company] As an innovative, vertically-integrated and
established cannabis leader in the Nevada market, Planet 13 Holdings, Inc. is committed to
providing an array of international award-winning cannabis products available through its
strategically located licensed operations. Planet 13 Holdings, Inc. is focused on providing an
unparalleled dispensary experience and optimizing cultivation efficiencies through its best-inclass technology, as the vanguard of cannabis.
Planet 13 Holdings Inc.- Warrants (CSE:PLTH.WT) [US company]
Platinex Inc. (CSE:PTX) goal is to create shareholder value through exploration, opportunistic
acquisition and discovery of commercial mineral deposits. The focus is currently on the Shining
Tree gold camp, which has received little modern exploration compared to other gold camps in
the Abitibi Greenstone Belt, but its potential is accentuated by several major discoveries along
strike in recent years.
Plus Products Inc. (CSE:PLUS) [US company] is a branded products manufacturer based in
California. Its products consist of cannabis-infused edibles, which it sells to both the regulated
medicinal and adult-use recreational markets. PLUS TM is currently one of the fastest-growing
edible brands in California with the State’s top-selling products.
The Company’s mission is to make cannabis safe and approachable - that starts with
manufacturing high-quality products delivering consistent experiences. All products are
produced in the Company’s dedicated food-safe cannabis manufacturing facility in southern
California.
Plus Products Inc. - 8% Unsecured Convertible Subordinate Debentures (CSE:PLUS.DB)
Plus Products Inc. - Warrants (CSE:PLUS.WT)
POSaBIT Systems Corporation (CSE:PBIT) is a financial technology company that delivers unique
and innovative, blockchain-enabled payment processing and point-of-sale systems for cashonly businesses. POSaBIT specializes in resolving pain points for complex, high-risk, emerging
industries like cannabis with an all-in-one solution that is compliant, user-friendly and utilizes
top-of-the-line hardware. POSaBIT’s unique solution provides a safer and transparent
environment for merchants while creating a better overall experience for the consumer.
Preferred Dental Technologies Inc. (CSE:PDTI) is the developer of a patented custom dental
implant mounting system for custom prosthetic structures for bridge to full arch replacement.
It has solved angulation problems, easy retrieval for cleaning and inspection, minimizes vertical
problems, loose screws and creates anatomically and functionally correct restorations.
PreveCeutical Medical Inc. (CSE:PREV) is a health sciences company that develops innovative
options for preventive and curative therapies utilizing organic and nature identical products.
Primo Nutraceuticals Inc. (CSE:PRMO) [US company] provides strategic capital to the thriving
cannabis cultivation sector through ownership and development of commercial real estate and
farm friendly properties. Primo is dedicated to funding the rapid growth in production,
processing, retail and branding of cannabis and cannabis related products in Canada and the
United States. Primo provides fully built out turnkey facilities equipped with state-of-the-art
growing infrastructure to cannabis growers and processors. In addition to the Company's
flagship hemp project in Oregon State and the Greenhouse campus in Washington State, Primo
has invested in several brands and is pursuing partnerships with retailers and distribution
companies in Canada and the United States. Primo's management is in the process of building
a corporate road map to further vertically integrate the Company, specifically by way of “Primo”
branded retail outlets - offering "Thrive," "Primo," and a selection of curated partner brands.
The Company possesses proprietary formulas for cannabis edibles, topical, and tinctures. Primo
is focused on building a strong presence in the hemp industry with the objective of extracting
and selling cannabinoids (CBD) products in both Canada and the United States.
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Quinsam Capital Corporation (CSE:QCA) is a merchant bank based in Canada and operating
internationally. Our merchant banking business encompasses a range of activities including
acquisitions, advisory services, lending activities and portfolio investments. Quinsam invests its
capital in assets, companies or projects which we believe are undervalued and where we have
a viable plan for unlocking such value. We operate in both the resource and non-resource
sector.
Ramm Pharma Corp. (CSE:RAMM) through its wholly-owned operating subsidiaries, is engaged
in the pharmaceutical and medical product business, and is a leader in the field of cannabinoid
pharmacology and product formulation for cannabis-based pharmaceuticals and other
cannabis-based products. With RAMM’s large scale cultivation facility, the combined
operations are expected to provide for complete vertical integration. Further to its industry
leading activities in the cannabis sector, RAMM operates a pharmaceutical, cosmetic and
nutraceutical product development and medical services business which has been servicing the
local market for 30 years.
Rapid Dose Therapeutics Corp. (CSE:DOSE) Rapid Dose Therapeutics Corp. is a Canadian
biotechnology corporation engaged in the business of developing and providing proprietary
oral and non-invasive drug delivery technologies designed for applications in the nutraceutical,
cannabis and pharmaceutical businesses.
RavenQuest BioMed Inc (CSE:RQB) is a diversified cannabis company with initial production
capacity of 11,000 kg of cannabis annually beginning in 2018. RavenQuest a technology and
innovation leader, focused upon capacity expansion and the creation of high-end, repeatable
cannabis using the company’s unique grow methodologies and genetic research. RavenQuest’s
facilities are located in Alberta and the Greater Toronto Area, providing access to two of the
most dynamic cannabis markets in Canada. RavenQuest’s unique orbital garden technology
allows for production up to five times greater than traditional flat-table grow environments,
which suggests RavenQuest will be one of the lowest cost producers across the industry.
RavenQuest’s services division provides end-to-end turnkey facility design, has an extensive
and notable client list, and has assisted many Licensed Producer (LP) clients in reaching
cultivation and/or sell/dispense licensing.
RavenQuest BioMed Inc. Warrants (CSE:RQB.WT)
Redfund Capital Corp. (CSE:LOAN) is a Merchant Bank focused on Medical Cannabis, Hemp and
CBD. Redfund seeks to provide debt instruments and equity investing to companies that are
developed and validated by revenues.
Revive Therapeutics Ltd. (CSE:RVV) is a specialty cannabis company focused on the research,
development and commercialization of novel cannabinoid-based products in the multi-billion
recreational, medical, and wellness cannabis markets. Revive's novel cannabinoid delivery
technology has the potential to fill the unmet medical needs for diseases and disorders such as
pain, inflammation, and wound care. Revive’s cannabinoid pharmaceutical portfolio focuses on
rare inflammatory and liver diseases.
RISE Life Science Corp. (CSE:RLSC) (formerly Luminor), operates through its wholly owned
subsidiaries developing cutting-edge cannabis consumer products for both medical and adultuse markets around the world in jurisdictions that have legal regulatory frameworks in place.
All RISE cannabis consumer products are based on patent-pending formulations and processes
to produce specifically targeted effects. A key area of focus for RISE is the development of
research-based formulations to address adult sexual health and wellness for both women and
men. RISE also owns the Scout DS®, a medical device that has received regulatory clearance in
certain markets for use as a non-invasive clinical tool to assist in the identification of both
prediabetes and type 2 diabetes.
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RMMI Corp. (CSE:RMMI) is an Alberta-based company focused on the production, cultivation
and sale of medical marijuana in various forms. RMMI, through its wholly-owned subsidiary,
Rocky Mountain is a late stage applicant under the Access to Cannabis for Medical Purposes
Regulations and is in the process of obtaining the requisite license to commence cannabis
production and operations. Rocky Mountain blends science with nature using aeroponic
cultivation and CO2 extraction. Rocky Mountain intends to produce high-purity, organic-quality
cannabis oils. Its team will employ leading, commercially-available science and technology to
maximize production yields and product quality as a low-cost producer, while reducing risk to
its crops and its business.
Rockshield Capital Corp CSE:RKS) is a diversified investment firm focused on, but not limited to,
investing in early stage, high growth companies offering capital appreciation potential. Such
investee companies may be private or public companies and there will be no bias to sector
based on economic, financial and market conditions. The Company expects its investments will
include companies at all stages (the “Company”) is a North American company with operations
in Canada, California, and Washington. The Company was incorporated pursuant to the
Business Corporations Act (British Columbia) on May 15, 2015. The principal activity of
the Company is within the cannabis sector.
Rubicon Organics Inc. (CSE:ROMJ) [US company] is a North American company with operations
in Canada, California, and Washington. The Company was incorporated pursuant to the
Business Corporations Act (British Columbia) on May 15, 2015. The principal activity of
the Company is within the cannabis sector.

09-25-2018

Rubicon Organics Inc. – Warrants (CSE:ROMJ.WT)
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Sire Bioscience Inc. (CSE:SIRE) is a life sciences company focused on the cultivation, production
and sale of industrial hemp.
SLANG Worldwide Inc. (CSE:SLNG) [US company] is a leading cannabis-focused consumer
packaged goods company. SLANG Worldwide is focused on acquiring and developing marketproven regional brands, as well as creating new brands to meet the needs of cannabis
consumers worldwide.
SOL Global Investments Corp. (CSE:SOL) [US company] is an international cannabis company
with a focus on legal U.S. states. Its strategic investments and partnerships across cultivation,
distribution and retail complement the company’s R&D program with the University of Miami.
It is this comprehensive approach that is positioning Scythian as a future frontrunner in the
United States medical cannabis industry.
SpeakEasy Cannabis Club Ltd. (CSE:EASY) is a late stage ACMPR applicant that is leveraging
three generations of farming experience and the largest land package of LP in Canada with 290
acres of the best agricultural land in British Columbia’s Southern interior region; known as the
Napa Valley of weed country. SpeakEasy is disrupting the cultivation model by aggregating
Briitish Columbia’s best craft growers under one umbrella to produce the highest quality
cannabis targeted at the highly sought after millennial recreational market.
SpeakEasy has submitted its extensive evidence package to Health Canada for its current 10,000
square feet facility and has commenced construction on its 80,000 square feet expansion
facility. This 80,000 square foot facility will include growing, extraction and genetics labs that
will be capable of producing more than 10,000 kg annually.
Sproutly Canada Inc, (CSE:SPR) through its indirect wholly owned subsidiary Toronto Herbal
Remedies Inc., is an ACMPR Licensed Producer of cannabis that strives to meet the evolving
needs of cannabis consumers across Canada. Its mission is to become a vertically integrated
cannabis consumer products company, bringing together best-in-class cultivation, secured
distribution solutions, and advanced technologies to redefine the cannabis industry. Sproutly
currently owns and operates a 16,600 sq. ft. production facility located centrally in the GTA
utilizing state-of-the-art production technology and methods designed to pharma-grade
standards. Sproutly’s strategy is focused on developing and deploying novel technologies to
formulate and market unique cannabis products in a rapidly evolving consumer market.
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Stem Holdings inc. (CSE:STEM) [US company] As a vertically integrated cannabis company,
Stem has positioned itself as a pioneer in the industry with its state-of-the-art cultivation,
processing, extraction, retail, and distribution operations. Stem owns cannabis facilities in
Nevada, Oklahoma, and Oregon, and also participates in a research project in collaboration
with Cornell University. Utilizing proprietary, sustainable cultivation techniques, Stem develops
exceptional products that are safe and consist of lab-tested cannabis and CBD. Stem’s partner
consumer brands are award-winning and nationally known, and include: cultivators, TJ's
Gardens and Yerba Buena; retail brands, Stem and TJ's; infused product manufacturers,
Cannavore and Supernatural Honey; and a CBD company, Dose-ology. Stem’s mission in
supporting the health and happiness of people and the safety of our planet is evident through
the Company's continued recognition for its community involvement, employee diversification
and a top place to work in cannabis, dedication to environmental causes and outstanding
leadership in the cannabis industry.
StillCanna Inc. (CSE:STIL)
Sunniva Inc. (CSE:SNN) [US company] through its subsidiaries, is a vertically integrated medical
cannabis company operating in the two largest markets – California and Canada. Sunniva is
committed to becoming one of the lowest cost producers delivering safe, high-quality products
and services at scale free of pesticides and/or other contaminants.
Terranueva Corporation (CSE:TEQ) Terranueva Corporation and its subsidiary are licenses
applicant under the Cannabis Act and the Cannabis Regulations. Once the licenses have been
obtained from Health Canada, the focus of Terranueva is to produce medicinal and recreational
cannabis in an environment inspired by GMP pharma standards at its indoor facility located in
province of Québec. In doing so, Terranueva will strive to deliver the highest standards of
efficiency, quality and stability to its products for related therapeutic cannabis treatments such
as chronic pains, migraines, sleeping disorders or anxiety.
TerrAscend Corp. (CSE:TER) [US & Canada company] is a vertically integrated company that is
focused on the production, sale and distribution of cannabis and its derivatives for the medical
market. TerrAscend’s wholly-owned subsidiary, Solace Health Inc., is in the final stage of its
application for licencing under the Access to Cannabis for Medical Purposes Regulations.
THC Biomed Intl Ltd. (CSE:THC) is a licensed producer and engaged in the business of developing
technologies, products and services to support the Cannabis industry. THC's vision is to be on
the leading edge of scientific research, development of products and services related to the
medical cannabis industry while creating a standard of excellence. As the industry develops, it
will become more important to focus on scientific research and development of products and
services related to medical cannabis. Management believes THC is well-positioned to be in the
forefront of this rapidly growing industry.
The Tinley Beverage Company Inc. (CSE:TNY; OTC:QRSRF) [US company] is a functional
beverage company focused on hemp-infused beverages and supplements. The company has
the only patent-produced liquid supplement containing certifiable phytoconstituent-rich hemp
oil. The company is producing its products in Los Angeles and is focusing distribution on key
markets throughout the West Coast.
The Yield Growth Corp. (CSE:BOSS) [US company] is dedicated to the rapid and sustainable
growth of cannabis wellness assets. It develops, manufactures and distributes cannabis and
hemp infused luxury product brands Urban Juve and Wright & Well and has a catalogue of over
200 wellness and beauty products in development. Its management and advisory team have
deep experience with global brands including Johnson & Johnson, Procter & Gamble, M·A·C
Cosmetics, Skechers, Best Buy, Aritzia, Coca-Cola and Pepsi Corporation. Its flagship consumer
brand, Urban Juve, has proprietary, patent-pending hemp root oil extraction technology and
formulas. Wright & Well, its cannabis topicals brand, is launching in Oregon through a
distribution network of 400 cannabis stores. Yield Growth is building sophisticated international
distribution channels and has multiple revenue streams including licensing, services and
product sales.
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Theramed Health Corporation (CSE:TMED) (formerly EviTrade Health Systems) is a Technology
company specializing in the Life Sciences sector. The company is focused on providing
technologies that improve health conditions. The Company's is focused on technologies in the
following areas to help improve health: 1) health monitoring via the TULIP(TM) system that can
be utilized for CBD usage monitoring for its effects on your cardiovascular and endocannabinoid
system; 2) molecular biology and technologies through a novel slow release pharmaceutical
carrier system to increase water solubility and absorption of CBD or other Active
Pharamceutical Ingredients (APIs); 3) technologies for CBD extractions for improved purity and
extractions of nutraceutical solutions and other APIs; 4) and genetics.
Theramed Health seeks to be the first company to offer a complete vertically integrated “CBD
Health System” from extraction to pharmaceuticals to monitoring the health outcomes
Tidal Royalty Corp.(CSE:RLTY.U) [US company] is a provider of royalty financing to the US
regulated cannabis industry. The Company’s business objective is to provide capital solutions
to companies in the legal cannabis industry with large-scale potential and a highly-skilled and
experienced management teams so that they can grow their business.
TILT Holdings Inc. (CSE:TILT) [US company] is a vertically integrated technology driven
infrastructure platform delivering comprehensive solutions to the legalized cannabis industry.
TILT delivers a broad range of products designed to enhance both business and consumer
experiences through improved efficiencies, connectivity, quality, delivery and efficacy, all
supported by a robust technology platform. In addition to the listed shares, there are there are
2,150,307 Compressed Shares convertible into 100 Common Shares each, for a total of
215,030,700 Common Shares.
Top Strike Resources Corp. (CSE:VENI) [US company] dba "Vencanna Ventures Inc."
("Vencanna"), aims to be a go-to capital provider for early-stage global cannabis initiatives with
an emphasis on state compliant opportunities in limited licenced jurisdictions in the United
States. We look to provide our investors with a diversified, high-growth, cannabis investment
strategy through our strategic investments focused though-out the value chain (cultivation,
processing and distribution, and including ancillary businesses).
Transcanna Holdings Inc. (CSE:TCAN) [US company] is a cannabis branding, transportation and
distribution company in California that assists cannabis cultivators and manufacturers in getting
recognized by end-users and consumers.
Transcanna Holdings Inc. – Warrants (CSE:TCAN.WT) Each Warrant entitles the holder thereof
upon exercise, together with payment of the exercise price of $3.00 before the time of expiry
subject to acceleration to acquire one common share.
Tree of Knowledge International Inc. (CSE:TOKI) [US company] has three primary business
segments: (1) Multidisciplinary specialty pain clinics with a focus on the treatment of chronic
pain, including controlled applications of medical cannabis in Canada. Through an exclusive
strategic alliance with Jack Nathan Medical Inc., the Company has access to one of the largest
healthcare systems across Canada and Internationally for its education and research platform
(currently over 1.5 million patient visits annually); (2) Development of formulated products for
therapeutic purposes and natural health product alternatives at its manufacturing facility in
Spokane. The Company also has research agreements with multiple universities for medical
cannabis research and development of new medical grade products; and (3) Distribution and
sale of hemp-based Cannabidiol (“CBD”) products in the United States, Canada, Europe, Brazil
and China. The CBD product line contains EVR Premium Hemp Oil, which is an organically grown
and non-GMO.
True Leaf Brands Inc. (CSE:MJ; OTCQB:TRLFF; FSE:TLA), a plant-forward wellness brand for
people and their pets.
Trulieve Cannabis Corp. – 9.75% Senior Secured Debentures (CSE:TRUL.DB.U)
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Trulieve Cannabis Corp. - Subordinate Voting Shares (CSE:TRUL) [US company] is a vertically
integrated “seed to sale” company and is the first and largest fully licensed medical marijuana
company in the State of Florida. Trulieve cultivates and produces all of its products in-house
and distributes those products to Trulieve branded stores (dispensaries) throughout the State
of Florida, as well as directly to patients via home delivery. The company has recently expanded
its footprint in the US with the acquisitions of companies in California and Massachusetts.
Trulieve Cannabis Corp. – Warrants (CSE:TRUL.WT)
TruTrace Technologies Inc. (CSE:TTT) is a full-service software company that builds technology
to move and track products around the world. With the launch of its premier product,
StrainSecure, TruTrace has developed the first integrated blockchain platform, that registers
and tracks cannabis intellectual property from genome to sale. TruTrace technology guides the
tracking of any supply chain product to insure data is proprietary, immutable and
cryptographically secure, thereby establishing in a single-source, accurate, validated and
permanent accounts from inception to market.
Ventura Cannabis and Wellness Corp. (CSE:VCAN) [US company] is a vertically integrated,
California-based products cannabis company. The Company is currently building out its
distribution channel through revenue sharing agreements with owner-operator of cannabis
dispensaries to ensure it’s products get premium shelf space. The Company plans to target four
significant segments in the U.S. cannabis and CBD market with products suited to their needs:
senior citizens, upwardly mobile middle-aged professionals and individuals suffering from
addiction. These segments desire discrete and well-designed products as well as the accurate
dosage of THC. The Company launched into the cannabis industry after a shareholder vote in
April 2019 approving the change in business from addiction treatment to cannabis.
VeritasPharma Inc. (CSE:VRT) is an early stage pharmaceutical company developing innovative
medicinal cannabis cultivars for specific disease conditions such as chronic pain, emesis
(nausea/vomiting), and epilepsy. Using a ‘lean and mean’ approach to product development,
the company aims to select candidate cultivars using classical pharmacology techniques and
then immediately evaluate them in the clinic to maximize both the Company has applied to
Health Canada for a medical marijuana production and distribution license under the
Marihuana for Medical Purposes Regulations (the “MMPR“).
Vext Science, Inc. (CSE:VEXT) [US company] is a US-based cannabis THC and Hemp cannabinoid
products company manufacturing THC cartridges, concentrates, edibles and accessories under
the Vapen Brand, and Hemp based products under the Pure Touch Botanicals brand as well as
the Vapen CBD brand. Based in Arizona, Vext Science has one of the leading THC concentrates,
edibles, and distillate cartridge brands sold in the majority of the state's 100+ dispensaries.
Herbal Wellness Center is one of Arizona's leading dispensaries and we execute all aspects of
the cultivation, extraction, edibles infusion and manufacturing processes which insures a
product of the highest quality and purity. Product quality and purity are core to our marketing
strategy. Vext Science is executing its business growth by leveraging experience and expertise
in extraction, product manufacturing, and marketing to expand in the U.S. and internationally
through revenue and profit-sharing joint venture partnerships. www.VextScience.com
Investor Note: In addition to the 19,334,626 common shares that are listed and trading, there
are 62,528,700 reserved for issuance pursuant to the conversion rights attached to the Super
Voting Shares that are issued and outstanding but not listed. The total number of issued equity
shares assuming all are converted into the listed class would be 81,863,326.
Vibe Bioscience Ltd. (CSE:VIBE) [US company] is a vertically integrated cannabis company
whose mission is to become an industry leading multi-state operator within the United States.
The Company delivers exceptional retail experiences with its brand and ethos, premier
cultivation product, and technology enabled delivery and distribution. Vibe’s management
team brings deep experience in retail, cannabis cultivation, and mergers and acquisitions to
support its U.S. expansion through accretive acquisitions and organic growth.
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Vinergy Cannabis Capital Inc. (CSE:VIN) identifies and invests in the cannabis industry; a highly
regulated, fragmented, rapidly expanding and evolving industry. Investments may include
equity, debt or other securities of both public and private companies, and control stake
acquisitions. Vinergy Cannabis Capital adheres to strict investment criteria and will focus on
significant near and mid-term high-quality opportunities with strong return potentials while
maintaining commitment to governance.
Vireo Health International Inc. (CSE:VREO) [US company] is one of America's leading multi-state
cannabis companies. Vireo is a physician-led, science-focused organization, dedicated to
providing patients with best-in-class quality cannabis-based products and compassionate care.
Vireo cultivates cannabis in environmentally-friendly greenhouses, manufactures
pharmaceutical-grade cannabis extracts, and sells its products at both company-owned and
third-party dispensaries. Vireo has a strong track record of competing for and winning meritbased licensing processes and has been awarded licenses in some of the most selective statebased markets, including Minnesota, New York, Pennsylvania, Maryland and Ohio.
In addition to the listed Subordinate Voting Shares, there are 514,388 Multiple Voting Shares
and 65,411 Super Voting Shares issued and outstanding. Each Super Voting Share is convertible
into one Multiple Voting Share at the option of the holder or upon certain triggering events.
Each Multiple Voting Share is convertible into 100 Subordinate Voting Shares at the option of
the holder or upon certain triggering events. This number also includes subordinate voting
shares underlying existing and proposed convertible securities.
Vodis Pharmaceuticals Inc. (CSE:VP; OTC:VDQSF) [US company] is positioned to be among the
first pharmaceutical corporations in Canada to produce and market medical marijuana under
license from Health Canada in accordance with the existing Narcotic Control Regulations
(“NCR”) and the new Marihuana for Medical Purposes Regulations (“MMPR”) that came into
effect on April 1, 2014. Vodis filed its MMPR in August 2013 and in January 2014 received a
‘ready to build’ letter from Health Canada. IT IS CURRENTLY AWAITING FINAL INSPECTION
FROM HEALTH CANADA. The company has been operating under the MMAR regulations at its
12,000 square foot production facility consisting of six rooms. This was recently upgraded to
eight rooms consisting of between 40 and 50 lights per room. The estimated production when
fully operational under the MMPR license is between 150-200 pounds per month of awardwinning cannabis.
Wayland Group Corp. (CSE:WAYL) is a vertically integrated producer and distributor of
marijuana for medical purposes. The company was founded in 2013 and is based in Langton,
Ontario, where it operates a medicinal cannabis cultivation, extraction and distribution
business under federal license from the Government of Canada. Maricann, who has federal
licenses to cultivate, process and distribute cannabis, services to patients with more than
11,000 total registered patients since inception. Maricann is currently undertaking an
expansion of its cultivation and support facilities in Canada in a fully funded 217,000 sq. ft.
(20,159 sq. M) build out, to support existing and future patient growth. Maricann GmbH is a
wholly owned subsidiary of Maricann Group Inc.
Wayland Group Corp. - Oct 31/2021 Warrrants (CSE: WAYL.WT)
Weekend Unlimited Inc. (CSE:POT) [US company] is capitalizing on vast industry relationships
to establish a portfolio of cannabis brands throughout North America and internationally.
Weekend Unlimited’s brand portfolio includes geographic footholds in California, Washington
State, British Columbia and Las Vegas, establishing a strong, versatile foundation for substantial
growth. The product portfolio will be focused under the headings of flower, edibles and
extracts.
Wildflower Brands Inc. (CSE:SUN; OTC:WLDFF) [US company] is a holistic wellness company
headquartered in Vancouver building reputable brands and quality products that incorporate
the synergistic effects of plants and their extracts.
Willow Biosciences Inc. (CSE:WLLW) are pioneers in the biotechnology sector and have
developed the only fully-integrated synthetic biology solution for opioid biosynthesis. We are
now leveraging our unique design-build process to the biosynthesis of cannabinoids.
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Wikileaf Technologies Inc. (CSE:WIKI) is the leading price comparison site to help cannabis
consumers find location-based pricing information about individual marijuana strains and
products – at the critical moment when they are deciding where to spend their money.
Each day, tens of thousands of cannabis consumers use the Wikileaf website to find and interact
with local dispensaries and brands to learn about and find the best prices for their desired
cannabis strains and products. Dispensaries and cannabis brands in turn use our free digital
listing services to engage with consumers as an additional point of consumer engagement. Our
active database of over 4,300 licensed cannabis dispensaries and brands attracts a vibrant
community of cannabis users seeking information on pricing and cannabis strains.
World Class Extractions Inc. (CSE:PUMP) [US company] provides precision single step
production mobile extraction systems. Using patent-pending technologies, it produces higher
yields of full spectrum cannabis oil at faster rates. Its technology was influenced by the
petroleum processing industry. This technology is designed to be an industrial scalable
continuous flow process that can use both wet and dry cannabis/hemp as inputs.
XPhyto Therapeutics Corp. (CSE:XPHY) is a science-focused cannabis company developing
analytical testing, processing, and formulation capability in Canada and research, cultivation,
extraction, import, distribution, and manufacturing in Germany. Two exclusive 5-year
engagements with the Faculty of Pharmacy at a major Canadian university provide certified
analytical testing capability, as well as extraction, isolation, and formulation facilities, and drug
research and development expertise. XPhyto acquired 100% ownership of the German
cannabis company Bunker Pflanzenextrakte GmbH, which has been granted a cannabis
cultivation and extraction licence for scientific purposes by BfArM, the German Federal Institute
for Drugs and Medical Devices.
Xtraction Services Holdings Corp. – Subordinate Voting Shares (CSE:XS) provides flexible leasing
solutions to help cannabis processors, brands, cultivators and testing labs across the U.S. access
the equipment they need to benefit from the rapidly expanding concentrates market, while
affordably spreading their payments over time. Additionally, Xtraction Services works with
equipment manufacturers to provide white-label leasing solutions for end-use customers.
Xtraction Services’ management team has a successful track record of creating shareholder
value and in scaling high growth businesses, product development, finance, and operational
best practices.
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